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an immersive  
art + design  
experience.
The RISD Continuing Education and HD Shang-
hai Bilingual School three-week art immersion 
program provides an opportunity for 9-12 grade 
students to immerse themselves into a critical art 
and design experience. Students who are pas-
sionate about visual arts can engage in a rigorous 
studio practice informed by RISD’s renowned 
approach to art and design education. 

The full-immersion format ensures that students 
of all skill levels can absorb a vital creative sen-
sibility (beyond prescriptive formulas), that will 
help define strategies for portfolio development 
and next steps in their visual arts education. Full-
day studio classes provide students the opportu-
nity to challenge their thought process, explore 
meaning in their work and give voice to their 
personal visual expression.

about RISD
Founded in 1877, Rhode Island School of Design is one 
of the oldest and best-known colleges of art and design 
in the U.S. Each year, approximately 2,300 students from 
around the world pursue a creative, studio-based educa-
tion at RISD, which offers rigorous bachelor’s and mas-
ter’s degree programs in 19 architecture, design, fine arts 
and art education majors. Today, RISD stands out among 
the world’s preeminent colleges of art and design.



experience 
This three-week intensive program incorporates 
the fundamentals of drawing foundations, design 
foundations, process, materials, rigorous inquiry, 
and conceptual thinking. Students will regularly 
participate in critiques, an essential element of 
the RISD experience; learn to discuss their work 
in front of guests, faculty, and fellow students; 
learn to document their work; and build confi-
dence as artists. They will create work that will 
enhance their portfolio and contribute to their art 
and design college application. The program will 
conclude with a final showcase of student work on 
Saturday, August 1, 2020.

In a typical day, students will be in-studio for 
seven hours with a one-hour lunch break. In class, 
students can expect to participate in group and 
individual critiques, lectures and demonstrations. 
After class, students will have access to open stu-
dio hours to allow for additional time to research 
ideas, develop concepts and complete artwork. A 
typical week in the program will be as follows: 

monday 

tuesday

wednesday

thursday

friday

9am-4pm  Drawing  
         Explorations
4pm-7pm  Open Studio

9am-4pm  Design  
         Essentials
4pm-7pm  Open Studio

9am-4pm  Drawing  
         Explorations
4pm-7pm  Open Studio

9am-4pm  Design 
        Essentials
4pm-7pm  Open Studio

9am-4pm  Portfolio  
         Development,  
        Lecture/Critique



coursesinstructors
Drawing Explorations
Drawing skills provide the primary foundation and 
means of communicating ideas for all areas of art 
and design. This course begins with the fundamental 
platform of traditional analyzation and representation 
of form; objects, human figure and spatial context are 
explored through discussions, demonstrations and ex-
ercises in light and shade, proportion and composition. 
Students are pushed to move beyond rendering into 
dynamic mark-making using alternative methods and 
materials to create expressive line and tactile inter-
pretations of the “feeling” of volume, movement and 
depth of space. Extensive drawing periods and fast-
paced exercises train students to accept mistakes as a 
necessary part of success and innovation.

Design Essentials
Often under-emphasized in early creative develop-
ment, good design skills provide artists and designers 
with the means to investigate visual phenomena and 
provide solutions to unasked questions. This course 
provides students with an introduction to some of 
the essential principles of design including balance, 
rhythm and harmony through a series of exercises 
utilizing line, color, pattern, shape and texture. Once 
familiar with the traditional “rules” of design, assign-
ments are structured to help students abstract, dis-
rupt and unhinge formal elements to convey personal 
meaning and expression of complex ideas into simple 
form through a variety of methods and materials.   

Courses are taught by profession-
al artists who are adept at pushing 
students to focus on process and ex-
perimental-based artmaking to help 
achieve unexpected results. Instruc-
tors provide final assessments and 
recommendations for students’ con-
tinued artistic and portfolio develop-
ment, as well as insight into potential 
education and career opportunities.

Yevgeniya Baras is a New York based 
artist and RISD faculty member in Experi-
mental and Foundation Studies. Yevgeniya 
has a BA and MS from the University of 
Pennsylvania (2003) and an MFA in Paint-
ing and Drawing from the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago (2007). Yevgeniya has 
exhibited her work in several New York 
City galleries and internationally.

David Scanavino lives and works in New 
York City, and is a RISD faculty member 
in Experimental and Foundation Studies. 
A graduate of RISD (BFA Painting, 2001) 
and the Yale University School of the Arts 
(MFA Painting, 2003), Scanavino has 
shown widely in the past 10 years in New 
York and across the country. 



applications 

tuition

Applications for the RISD Summer Teen Institute at HD 
Shanghai Bilingual School open on Friday, January 10.  
All applications must be completed online and include 
all of the below requirements in order to be reviewed for 
admission. Students interested in applying to the pro-
gram must submit the following:

• A completed online application 
• $60 non-refundable application fee
• Proof of English proficiency, if English is not your  

primary language
• Submission of artwork 

English Proficiency
All applicants who speak English as a second language 
must submit results from any one of these three options: 
TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language), IELTS 
(International English Language Testing System) or 
Duolingo (an online English test). Since proficiency in 
English is a prerequisite for acceptance, applicants must 
attain an acceptable score on their chosen test; RISD 
requires a minimum result of 82 on the TOEFL, 105 on 
Duolingo or 6.5 on the IELTS.

Portfolio Submission
Each applicant should submit three artwork samples 
that best represent the student’s artistic abilities. Include 
as much of a variety of media as possible, however:

• At least one sample must be a black-and-white draw-
ing done with graphite pencil or any dry  
medium;

• At least one sample created from direct observation 
(not from photographs, other artworks, computer, 
etc);

• At least one sample not from observation, invented, 
with at least 3 colors

Applications open on January 10 and  
close on March 27th, 2020

Total program cost is $6,600* 
which includes the following:

• tuition
• supplies
• lunch
*Does not include transportation or  
  accommodations

No. 336 Rongbei Road
 Songjiang District, Shanghai, China

For more information  
or to learn how to apply,  

please scan


